Photo-electrical properties of 2D quantum confined metal–organic chalcogenide nanocrystal films†
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Hybrid quantum wells are electronic structures where charge carriers are confined along stacked inorganic planes, separated by insulating organic moieties. 2D quantum-confined hybrid materials are of great interest from a solid-state physics standpoint because of the rich many-body phenomena they host, their tunability and easy synthesis, allowing the creation of material libraries. In addition, from a technological point of view, 2D hybrids are promising candidates for efficient, tunable, low-cost materials impacting a broad range of optoelectronic devices. Different approaches and materials have, therefore, been investigated, with the notable example of 2D metal halide hybrid perovskites. Despite the remarkable properties of such materials, the presence of toxic elements like lead is not desirable in applications and their ionic lattices may represent a limiting factor for stability under operating conditions. Therefore, non-ionic 2D materials made with non-toxic elements are preferable. In order to expand the library of possible hybrid quantum well materials, herein, we consider an alternative platform based on non-toxic, self-assembled, metal–organic chalcogenides. While the optical properties have been recently explored and some unique excitonic characters highlighted, photo-generation of carriers and their transport in these lamellar inorganic/organic nanostructures and critical optoelectronic aspects remain totally unexplored.

We hereby report the first investigation on the electrical properties of the air-stable [AgSePh]2D coordination polymer in the form of nanocrystal (NC) films readily synthesized in situ and at low temperature, compatible with flexible plastic substrates. The wavelength-dependent photo-response of the NC films suggests the possible use of this material as a near-UV photodetector. We therefore built a lateral photodetector, achieving a sensitivity of 0.8 A W⁻¹ at 370 nm, thanks to a photoconduction mechanism, and a cut-off frequency of ∼400 Hz, and validated its reliability as an air-stable UV detector on flexible substrates.

Introduction

Bottom-up, atomic-scale strategies for the synthesis of functional materials enable molecular-level control of macroscopic properties of the overall assembly. Many fruitful examples span the area of metal–organic frameworks, conductive coordination polymers, and metal–organic chalcogenides. Recently, these technologies have generated notable advancements in the optoelectronic field, by introducing tunable self-assembled quantum wells, with the prominent example of the two-dimensional (2D) metal halide perovskites. These materials offer the ease of handling and environmental stability of solution-processable bulky materials, as opposed to pure 2D materials, together with quantum properties typical of atomically thin compounds. Even though the investigations on 2D hybrid perovskites set its roots in the XIX century, only about 25 years ago researchers started to consider hybrid multiple quantum wells (HMQWs) as new fundamental structures for room-temperature exciton-based optoelectronics. The field developed slightly in the following years, broadening the exploration to the
2D-like metal–organic chalcogenides.\textsuperscript{12,13} Owing to the surge of metal halide perovskites in the last decade,\textsuperscript{14} a fresh, renewed interest in HMQWs has swept the scientific community. In the past five years, research on 2D hybrid perovskites has been boosted,\textsuperscript{15} driven by the promise of facile synthesis, optoelectronic properties, tunability and broadband applications in light-absorbing or emitting devices.\textsuperscript{5–7,16} On the other hand, the intrinsic instability of the ionic lattice to moisture together with other non-idealities occurring under real working conditions are problematic in 3D perovskites, and also in their 2D analogues, where lead-based materials are still top performers.\textsuperscript{17} Within this context, alternative material platforms with similar HMQW characteristics that could provide improved intrinsic environmental stability and at the same time exclude toxic heavy metals are desirable. Very recently, ideas\textsuperscript{13,18} and materials\textsuperscript{4} developed in applied physics and inorganic chemistry have been successfully employed to lay the foundation for the systematic exploration of covalently bound coordination polymers based on lamellar metal–organic chalcogenides (MOCs).\textsuperscript{19–22} In particular, silver benzeneselenolate [AgSePh]$_\infty$ was shown to host tightly bound anisotropic excitons featuring sharp absorption lines and narrow photoluminescence, while offering optoelectronic tunability by substituting the chalcogen anion.\textsuperscript{21} Although the peculiar excitonic properties have been demonstrated, the possibility to photo-generate and transport charge carriers, a fundamental aspect of most optoelectronic devices, is still unexplored. Indeed, much of the reported literature on coordination polymers and metal–organic frameworks, with the only exception of 2D perovskites, focused selectively on only one of the two fundamental semiconductor properties: either absorption-photoluminescence\textsuperscript{21} or charge carrier transport\textsuperscript{22} (typically investigated in heavily doped systems). In fact, metal–organic coordination polymers with both semiconductor traits are scarce.

In this study, we investigated the so far unexplored photoelectrical properties of the [AgSePh]$_\infty$ coordination polymer, whose charge carriers were shown to undergo 2D quantum confinement by using optical spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{21} Our results suggest that the MOC platform has the potential to provide self-assembled, low temperature and air-stable materials for UV detection applications. [AgSePh]$_\infty$ nanocrystal (NC) films were prepared according to an optimized synthesis procedure yielding reproducible and air-stable samples.\textsuperscript{24} We investigated the photo-response in two-terminal, lateral devices, characterized by dark currents with a large thermal activation energy of 1.10 eV. The devices showed a wavelength-dependent photocurrent response, with the spectral shape resembling the [AgSePh]$_\infty$ absorption spectrum beyond the band-edge at 405 nm. A photoconduction mechanism appears to boost the device responsivity up to 0.8 A W$^{-1}$ at 370 nm. The lateral device is characterized by a cut-off frequency around 400 Hz and a light-to-dark current ratio approaching 1000, for broadband illumination. The versatility of the synthesis allowed us to explore the device fabrication on several substrates and to anticipate an appealing application of the [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC film in air-stable, flexible UV photodetectors.

**Results and discussion**

Silver benzeneselenolate [AgSePh]$_\infty$ (Ph = phenyl groups) has a monoclinic unit cell (Fig. 1a) that gives rise to a layered crystal where the inorganic planes are non-covalently bonded along the [001] direction. The [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC film shows a characteristic absorption spectrum with 3 excitonic resonances in the blue-violet region (Fig. 1b).\textsuperscript{21} UV photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) reveals a deep (−5.34 eV) valence band maximum (VBM) (Fig. 1c and d) with a finite density of states (Fig. 1d, inset) approaching the Fermi energy ($E_F$), positioned 1.39 eV above the VBM. Considering the previously reported transport bandgap of 3.05 eV,\textsuperscript{21} the $E_F$ lies slightly below the half-gap, indicative of possible p-doping. A few electronic states positioned above the VBM are suggested to be localized states contributing to the absorption tail in the visible spectrum (Fig. 1b).

The [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC film was obtained following a 3-step process described in detail in a separate work\textsuperscript{24} and is summarized here in Fig. 2a and summarized in the methods section. Briefly, a substrate of choice was covered with 20 nm of thermally-evaporated silver, then mildly oxidized by O$_2$ plasma, and subsequently reacted via a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method in an inert atmosphere saturated by the vapour of benzeneselenol at 90 °C. The reaction left no detectable trace of unreacted crystalline silver nor silver oxide,\textsuperscript{24} while the crystal structure obtained by grazing angle X-ray diffraction matched well with the calculated pattern\textsuperscript{25} (Fig. 2b). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) reveal that NCs in the film have lateral sizes spanning from ~50 nm to ~300 nm, where dimensional quantum confinement can be excluded. The whole NC film looks very homogeneous over a millimetre scale (see SEM images in Fig. S1†), with an average thickness of ~250 nm, as measured by scanning profilometry.

The film uniformity was further confirmed on a centimetre scale by conducting direct optical imaging on the devices used for electrical characterization (Fig. 3a and b). Several substrates (SiO$_2$/Si++, low-alkali glass, polyethylene 2,6-naphthalate (PEN)) with pre-patterned interdigitated electrical contacts were used to test their effect on the NC film growth. No appreciable differences, optical or electrical, were detected, as concluded from the results illustrated hereafter, further demonstrating the reliability and versatility of the synthetic approach. Fig. 3c shows the current vs voltage characteristics of a typical sample of [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC film deposited on SiO$_2$/Si$^{++}$ with pre-patterned, interdigitated electrodes with an equivalent width of 10 mm and a varying interelectrode length from 5 to 20 μm; see ESI Fig. 3c and d† for photocurrent response vs white light intensity.

Different metal contacts have been explored for the optimization of the device, including Pt, Au, and Al. Dark currents in all cases are very similar, in the 10 pA range for a bias of 5 V. Platinum contacts showed the best results both in terms of reduced hysteresis and the highest photocurrent under ~110 mW cm$^{-2}$ white light illumination (10 nA at 5 V), while
aluminium showed the lowest (2 nA at 5 V, see Fig. S2†). In the following discussion, we refer to devices with Pt contacts.

Not only the dark current is found to increase as the channel length ($L$) decreases as expected (see Fig. S3b†), but also the current under white light conditions ($I_{\text{light}}$) appears to scale super-linearly with $1/L$ (actually it is proportional to $L^{-1.29}$ at a fixed applied voltage of 5 V, as shown in Fig. S3a†). The light to dark current ratio reaches $\sim 10^3$ for 20 $\mu$m channels. The dependence of the photocurrent on $L^{-1.29}$ rules out:

(1) regimes where the photocurrent is proportional to the illuminated area (and carrier transport does not constitute a bottleneck) because $I_{\text{light}}$ would scale as $L$; (2) regimes where the photoactive area is smaller than the inter-electrode spacing, such as in the collection limited and in the space charge limited photocurrent regimes.²⁶,²⁷ We will come back to the photoconductive mechanism later.

Temperature-dependent current vs. voltage ($IV$) curves (Fig. S4a and b†) were used to extract the currents at a fixed voltage and plot the dark and photo-conductivity over temperature (Fig. 3d). From the dark conductivity plot in natural semilog units versus $1/k_B T$, the thermal activation energy ($E_A$) needed by the charges to be injected and transported across the film according to the Arrhenius equation $[\sigma(T) = \sigma_0 e^{E_A/k_B T}]$ could be extracted. Our linear fit reported in Fig. S4c† shows an $E_A$ of 1.10 eV for the only data points available above the instrumental noise level. This thermal activation energy indicated a transport mechanism based on charge hopping across NCs and/or defect localization within the single NC. In addition, we cannot exclude contributions from the injection mechanism. Of course, a single crystal study would be desirable to disentangle the contributions, but technical limitations on the crystal size and thickness prevented this investigation so far. On the other hand, the variable temperature photocurrent plot (see Fig. 3d and Arrhenius plot in ESI Fig. S4d†) points instead to a more complex behaviour where, for the sake of comparison, we consider the current data points restricted to the range where the dark current was measurable. This resulted in a much lower $E_A$ of 0.23 eV for the photo-generated charges. At lower temperatures, the slope of $\sigma(T)$ reduces further, apparently towards a temperature-independent regime, a possible fingerprint of transport dominated by tunneling through localized states.

To further weigh in on this analysis we discuss the quality of the [AgSePh]∞ NC films, assessing the eventual presence and possible effects of unreacted metal reagents in the electrical characterization. The O₂ plasma oxidation of metallic Ag
thin film produced AgO,24 which showed a finite density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy (UPS, Fig. S5†). The electrical behaviour of AgO depends on the plasma oxidation extent both in terms of duration and strength; the harsher the plasma conditions, the lower the AgO conductivity (Fig. S6a†). Nevertheless, the IV curves remain linear upon oxidation and show a conductivity ranging from 6 nS cm$^{-1}$ to 20 μS cm$^{-1}$.

These values largely exceed the 1 pS cm$^{-1}$ of dark conductivity in the [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC film. Indeed, in case the mildly oxidized Ag was used for the optimized CVD reaction, it would be largely present in the reacted film and would dominate the overall electrical behaviour (as it exceeds the conductivity of [AgSePh]$_\infty$ by 5 orders of magnitudes). We recall here that XRD, X-ray photo-emission spectroscopy (XPS) and optical spectroscopy were not able to detect tangible AgO leftovers. Overall, we can conclude that eventual non-converted AgO following the CVD reaction, if present, are not continuous and does not affect the electrical properties.24

We then consider the values of dark and photocurrent of [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC films grown under different conditions as indicators for the CVD reaction completion and we find that (i) mild Ag oxidation is preferable, as it leads to lower dark currents in [AgSePh]$_\infty$ and slightly higher photocurrents (Fig. S6b†), possibly due to a rougher, less continuous silver oxide film following harsh plasma conditions; (ii) CVD reaction times longer than 1 h, and up to 24 h, do not lead to statistically significant electrical differences in the NC film (Fig. S6c and d†); (iii) the final film thickness, tunable by changing the thickness of the starting Ag film, does not affect dark and photocurrent values in the range of 250 nm (Fig. S7a and b†); effects due to thickness can be measured only for very thin, non-continuous layers, for example, those with a nominal thickness of 40 nm.

This fact requires a separate explanation for dark and photocurrent. As to the latter, we observe that the absorption length at the peak is about 45 nm; therefore, it is reasonable that the absorbed amount of photons does not change appreciably going from 250 nm to 500 nm. As to the former, different explanations can justify that the dark resistance of the device does not change with the active layer thickness. On the one hand, contact resistance can represent the limit in dark conditions. On the other hand, it is not possible to exclude a combination of the non-uniformity of the material in the vertical direction and the field-assisted transport, with the field peaking in the close proximity of the 40 nm thick electrode. The latter superposition can hide a sizeable contribution of the top film parts to dark currents. Further studies will be required to clarify this point.

We then turn the focus to the contributions of different light wavelengths to photo-carrier generation. Several LEDs were used to shine monochromatic light spanning the extended visible range (wavelength $\lambda$ from 370 nm to 810 nm) on a device (see ESI Fig. S8† for raw data and details). We then calculated the device responsivity, defined as $R(\lambda) = (I_{\text{light}} - I_{\text{dark}}) / I_{\text{light}}$. The calculated values are shown in Fig. 3 and indicate that the responsivity is highest for shorter wavelengths, reaching a maximum at 450 nm. This is consistent with the absorption spectrum of the [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC film, which shows a peak at about 450 nm. The responsivity decreases with increasing wavelength due to the decrease in the absorption coefficient of the film at longer wavelengths. The responsivity also decreases with increasing film thickness, as expected from the Beer-Lambert law.

**Fig. 3.** Responsivity of [AgSePh]$_\infty$ NC films as a function of wavelength. The responsivity is calculated as $R(\lambda) = (I_{\text{light}} - I_{\text{dark}}) / I_{\text{light}}$. The calculated values (c) indicate that the responsivity is highest for shorter wavelengths, reaching a maximum at about 450 nm. The responsivity decreases with increasing wavelength due to the decrease in the absorption coefficient of the film at longer wavelengths. The responsivity also decreases with increasing film thickness, as expected from the Beer-Lambert law.
I_dark)/P = I_pc/P (where I_pc is the net photocurrent and P is the incident optical power). The responsivity spectrum for a device with L = 5 μm at an applied bias of V = 5 V is shown in Fig. 4a. The highest photo-response is obtained in the UV range. This is interesting since the maximum responsivity does not match the maximum light absorption that corresponds to the excitonic resonances. Instead, this photo-response concerns free-carriers generated more efficiently from above-bandgap excitation. Tightly bound excitons on the other hand are more likely to decay without generating free-carriers under the applied weak electrical fields. The device achieves a peak responsivity of ∼0.8 A W⁻¹ at 370 nm. As a comparison, commercial Si photodiodes show R ≈ 0.2 A W⁻¹ in the 400 nm wavelength range, dropping by more than an order of magnitude around 300 nm.28

The good responsivity of our simple device implies an efficient detection mechanism. A clear indication of the working mechanism comes from the corresponding external quantum efficiency value (EQE), which at 370 nm corresponds to approximately 270%, implying the presence of a photoconductive gain. Photoconduction sees the presence of a trapped carrier and the possibility to recirculate the mobile one, i.e., to extract and reinject it to produce a gain. Given the use of high work function electrodes and their nominal energy level alignment with respect to the semiconductor bands (Fig. 1d), we speculate that the photoconduction mechanism in the [AgSePh]∞ NC devices is based on hole collection and recirculation, and electron trapping. Such a mechanism is compatible with the observation of the highest photocurrent for the highest work function electrode (Pt). In principle, the photocurrent in a lateral photoconductor would scale as 1/L. The fact that it actually scales with L⁻¹.29 can be explained on the basis of the field dependence for carriers’ photo-generation and/or a field-dependence for electron mobility. Such field-dependent photoconduction mechanism has been previously observed in organic and perovskite photoconductors.29,30

We then carried out a specific investigation of this device at λ = 370 nm to better characterize its UV response by measuring IV curves under monochromatic light (in Fig. 4b with dark IV for comparison) and photocurrent over time under intermittent illumination (Fig. 4c) at increased intensities. This latter analysis showed a stable photo-detector response over three orders of magnitude of light intensity. Fig. 4b shows a nearly symmetric response (approaching the hysteresis-free response at a very slow scanning rate) for both dark and photocurrent, typical of photoconductors. To verify if the photo-carrier extraction rate was influenced by an optical filter effect related to the thickness of the NC film, a Corning glass substrate was used such that the sample could be illuminated from both the top
and from the bottom under the same conditions. No relevant differences, given the experimental uncertainties between the top and bottom illumination, were recorded (see Fig. S9†).

Fig. 4d shows on a bi-logarithmic scale, the photocurrent generated by increased optical power per unit of area, where two distinct regimes can be found: (i) below 1 $\mu$W cm$^{-2}$, the photocurrent scales almost linearly with the light intensity ($I_{pc} \propto P^{-0.95}$), and the device responsivity is practically constant;31 (ii) above 1 $\mu$W cm$^{-2}$, the slope of the photo-generated current increases progressively slower ($I_{pc} \propto P^{-0.62}$) as a consequence of the reduction of $R$ with light intensity. This latter behaviour is compatible with multiple trapping and release transport model for holes, with an intra-gap DOS given by an exponential distribution. The gain reduction with power intensity is due to the fact that more recombination centres (actually trapped electrons) are present at higher photo-generation rates; the hole lifetime decreases and so does the photoconductive gain.31,32

Given the photo-conductive nature of the photo-response, it is interesting to assess the dynamic behaviour of the device, as under such working regime the response time is typically traded-off for responsivity. To this purpose, we measured the device frequency response under oscillating illumination with a custom-made setup (see schematic in ESI Fig. S10a† and setup control experiment in the ESI Fig. S10b and c†). A sinusoidal voltage at varying frequency was generated by a network analyser and sent along with an offset bias to a UV LED ($\lambda = 370$ nm) to modulate its optical emission $W_{in}$ over a steady-state illumination. The photocurrent generated by the light modulation was sent back to the network analyser as a voltage signal through a transimpedance amplifier ($V_{out}$). We then plot the ratio of the output/input signals over frequency. The measurement was repeated for different bias voltages applied to the detector (Fig. 5a). Considering the measurement noise and the associated uncertainty, the cut-off frequency, defined as the drop of $V_{out}/W_{in}$ 3 dB below the steady-state, is in the 300–500 Hz range, and does not show a sizeable dependence on the detector bias (and so does the phase response).

Finally, we exploit one of the most appealing features of this type of NC film, i.e. the possibility to grow them at low temperatures on a wide range of substrates by a versatile in situ reaction, to demonstrate the potential application of the active material in a flexible UV sensor. Bottom metal contacts were prepared on PEN substrates (see Methods), later used for
[AgSePh]∞ NC growth. Fig. 6 shows the electrical characteristics of the detector tested against bending: during 6.4 mm bending radius (Fig. 6c) and after ∼2 mm bending radius (Fig. 6d). The IV curves (Fig. 6a) and the current response over intermittent illumination (Fig. 6b) are basically unaltered upon bending. Such a result demonstrates the appealing functionality of the [AgSePh]∞ NC film as a semiconductor compatible with flexible substrates and devices.

Conclusion
We investigated for the first time the photo-electrical properties, specifically the UV photo-response, of thin films of [AgSePh]∞, a multiple hybrid quantum well metal–organic chalcogenide polymer. The continuous and smooth nanocrystal [AgSePh]∞ film was electrically contacted with high-work function electrodes to realize simple planar detectors. The
devices show <20 pA dark-current levels, characterized by high activation energy, and the possibility of extracting a photocurrent under near UV illumination under ≤5 V applied bias, with a light-to-dark current ratio approaching 1000 under white light illumination. A good photo-responsivity could be achieved thanks to a photocooperative gain mechanism confirmed at wavelengths shorter than 450 nm by an EQE exceeding 100% (270% at 370 nm). Under such a working mechanism, the detector operates with a cut-off frequency in the 300–500 Hz range. The lateral photo-conductor characteristics appear to be well within the range of the 2D perovskite thin film performance in terms of the ON/OFF ratio, responsivity and cut-off frequency.\textsuperscript{15–36} The NC film hereby presented is straightforward to grow on virtually any substrate and it can very well withstand bending, exposure to O\textsubscript{2} and moisture, compared to other performing 2D materials exploited for UV detection, such as hybrid perovskites. This work indicates another appealing pathway for emerging research on hybrid multiple quantum well structures based on metal chalcogenide polymers as a promising tunable material platform for broadband optoelectronic applications.

Materials and methods

Synthetic procedure

Metal contact patterning on substrates was performed by thermal evaporation of Cr/Au or Cr/Pt or Cr/Al (5 nm/40 nm) metal contacts after maskless optical lithography (SU8 photoresist on SiO\textsubscript{2}/Si\textsuperscript{++}) to pattern interdigitated electrodes. The electrodes were designed to implement a device channel length of 5 or 10 or 20 μm with a fixed channel width of 10 mm. Flexible devices were similarly prepared by Cr/Au evaporation (1.5 nm and 35 nm, respectively) on PEN substrates resulting in a channel length of 75 μm and a channel width of 17.6 mm.

The [AgSePh]\textsubscript{∞} nano-crystal (NC) film synthesis started with 20 nm-thick silver films thermally evaporated on SiO\textsubscript{2}/Si\textsuperscript{++} substrates with pre-patterned metal contacts. The samples were then exposed to O\textsubscript{2} plasma to form AgO. A Diener Electronic Femto Plasma asher was used. Molecular oxygen was injected in the chamber at a pressure of 0.4 mbar and the plasma with a nominal power of 100 W, regulated with forward (FW) and reflected power (BWD) in terms of percentages. The FW power was set to 10% with 1 min exposure time to obtain the best AgO film quality (while the BWD was kept at 0). Subsequently, the silver oxide films were exposed to a chemical vapour process. Benzeneselenol (97%, Sigma Aldrich) was introduced into a nitrogen glove box in a Teflon-lined 22 ml vial next to the AgO covered substrate. The sealed vial was transferred in a pre-heated oven at 90 °C. The reaction yielded [AgSePh]\textsubscript{∞} after 4 hours; no electrical difference was actually observed for reactions exceeding 1 h; however, for reactions longer than 24 h delamination was observed in some samples. All the samples were rinsed in acetone and then with isopropyl alcohol to remove the unreacted organo-chalcogen reagent and N\textsubscript{2} dried in a box, overnight.

Morphological and structural characterization

XRD X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE diffractometer with Bragg-Brentano geometry equipped with a Cu K\textsubscript{α1} (λ = 1.544 Å) anode operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. All the diffraction patterns were collected at room temperature over an angular range (2θ) between 5° and 90° with a step size of 0.02° and 10 s acquisition time.

SEM Scanning electron microscopy images were collected on a JCM-6010LV, JEOL, with a secondary electron detector at an accelerating voltage of 4 keV for the electron beam.

UV-Vis absorption spectra of [AgSePh]\textsubscript{∞} NC films were derived by measuring the transmission spectra on a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer.

AFM topography maps of NC films were collected in a non-contact mode using an Agilent 5500 atomic force microscope operating in the “acoustic mode”. Specifications of the cantilever tip: L = 225 μm, W = 40 μm, T = 8.5 μm, k\textsubscript{c} = 48 N m\textsuperscript{-1}, with a tip radius of curvature <10 nm. The scan rate used was 0.75 inch per s with a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels. Post-processing was performed using Gwyddion software to level the data.

Electrical characterization was performed on a probe station connected to a semiconductor parameter analyser (Agilent B1500A). Photocurrent measurements were carried out either under white light (microscope light, 115 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}) or under monochromatic illumination supplied by several independent LED sources (except for the 254 nm wavelength illumination that was supplied by a bench-type UV lamp) calibrated at the same irradiance (~300 nW cm\textsuperscript{-2}). Frequency performances were measured using a custom setup that includes a Keysight ENA E5061B Vector Network Analyzer and an Agilent B2912A SourceMeter. Assuming a small voltage stimulus V\textsubscript{in}, we linearized the LED response generating the optical signal W\textsubscript{in}, obtaining V\textsubscript{out}/V\textsubscript{in} ≃ V\textsubscript{out}/W\textsubscript{in}.

XPS analyses have been carried out using a Kratos Axis UltraDLD spectrometer. Data were acquired using a monochromatic Al K\textsubscript{α} source operated at 20 mA and 15 kV. High resolution spectra have been acquired at a pass energy of 10 eV, energy step of 0.1 eV, and take-off angle of 0 degrees with respect to the sample normal direction. Analysis area: 300 × 700 micron. Energy scale calibrated on C 1s at 284.8 eV.

UPS analyses were performed with the same setup using a He I (21.22 eV) discharge lamp, on an area of 55 μm in diameter at a pass energy of 5 eV and with a dwell time of 100 ms. The work function was measured from the threshold energy for the emission of secondary electrons during He I excitation. A −9.0 V bias was applied to the sample to precisely determine the low-kineic energy cut-off. The position of the VBM versus the vacuum level was estimated by measuring its distance from the Fermi level.
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